
At Preston Innovations we not only 
realise the importance of high quality 
floats but also that those qualities 
change with the function of the float 
or the species being fished for, this 
is why we are constantly working 
with our suppliers to develop new 
patterns to suit the constantly changing 
requirements of you the angler.
We have specific ranges of float which all cater 
to different needs. PB Inter floats have been 
manufactured after careful consultation with 
Des Shipp the range incorporates some of his 
favourite patterns, many suited to commercial 
carp fishing there are several features which are 
common across the range, to make tips brighter 
and easier to see in difficult light conditions the 
nylon tips have been painted as well as being 
coloured, the paint finish has been made tougher 
to lessen the effects of line damage to the floats 
body, we have also used high grade carbon and 
wire in their construction and strengthened the 
glue used to hold the eyes and stems in place 
traditional weak points on any float.
Preston colours floats are an all round series 
of floats which cater to all different styles of 
fishing from deep still and moving waters down 
to shallow fishing on commercial venues many of 
the popular patterns are also available on quality 
ready tied rigs making them ideal for the angler 
for whom time is at a premium.
PB Carp range is a small range for commercial 
carp fishing, they have dura float construction 

with the glass stems fitting inside the hollow 
tips this makes these floats extremely strong 
and ideally matched to the rigours of match carp 
fishing as the last thing you need when you are 
on your way to a big weight is for your float to fail.
Dura floats are just about as strong as its possible 
to make a float, we feel that we have been able 
to eliminate just about all the potential weak 
spots by gluing the stems inside the hollow 
plastic bristles, we have also completely removed 
eyes from the Dura patterns and used a spring 
which is attached to the bristle making these 
floats practically indestructible in use.
Magic floats have been designed in conjunction 
with our Dutch consultants and Des Shipp who 
regularly fish large rivers and still waters where 
the delicate presentation of natural baits is 
required some of these are also available as 
pre tied rigs incorporating the highest quality 
components making these floats accessible to 
everyone even those with limited time to spend 
on their gear.
We also produce a large range of pellet wagglers 
suitable for many different situations, we have 
developed wagglers with loadings and unloaded 
designs to suit personal preferences, insert tips 
for when bites are shyer and super buoyancy 
foam wagglers with cane through to make them 
as strong as possible for bagging situations.
The range also features some high quality 
peacock wagglers and wire stemmed stick floats 
for the traditionalists amongst you.

preston innovations 

flfloats

Slim Profile
Slim bodies are usually found on smaller 
floats designed for on-the-drop fishing 
as they turn slowly and follow the line 
of the bait. A good shape for fine canal 
fishing where there is little tow and the 
bait needs to be lifted and worked.

Oval Profile
Oval shaped bodies are the most 
versatile shape and can be used in lots 
of different conditions. They are very 
stable and can be held still in medium 
and fast flows, lifted to work the bait 
and turn around the body when fishing 
on-the-drop.

Body Down Profile
Very stable floats for stillwater and 
slow moving water fishing, especially 
in rough conditions. Depending on the 
size of tip and body taper this shape of 
float can be used for fine bloodworm 
fishing or for carp fishing on-the-deck. 



“ Designed in conjunction with 
England International Des 
Shipp, the PB Inter Series is 
a collection of some of his 
favourite patterns. With a 
distinctive paint finish and 
high quality carbon and steel 
stems, all nylon tips are 
painted to make them glow 
brightly when light shines 
through them.”

New for 2010, the 
Preston Bazzerla Carp 
range contains five 
models that cover most 
modern match carp 
fishing. Robust glass 
stems, strong eyes and 
thick tips are all featured 
in this range.

pb■inter■1■
Slim design with painted 
nylon tips, ideal for small baits 
particularly pellet and corn. Good 
on the drop float when fishing 
through the water.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.5g 0.6g

pb■inter■2■
Slim round bodied design 

featuring a carbon stem and 
painted nylon bristle. Ideal for 

deeper water in calm conditions 
and slow moving rivers.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g 2.0g 2.5g

pb■inter■7■
Short wire stemed float with 
a painted nylon tip for fishing 
shallow water with small baits. 
Also makes a good on the drop 
maggot and caster float.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14

pb■inter■8■
Short carbon stemed float with 

a painted nylon tip for fishing 
shallow water with small baits. 
Also makes a good on the drop 

maggot and caster float.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14

pb■carp■1■
A short robust float with a 
fibreglass stem. Ideal for shallow 
or margin fishing with big baits.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14

pb■carp2■
Buoyant tipped dibber with a 

fibreglass stem which makes it 
ideal for fishing larger baits up in 

the water.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12

pb■carp■3■
Short float with a thick nylon tip 
and fibreglass stem.  
Bulbous body for holding still in 
windy conditions. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

pb■carp■4■
Ideal for fishing up to features 

on snake lakes with a fibreglass 
stem and thick nylon bristle.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

pb■carp■5■
Suitable for fishing large baits 
in open water, the PB Carp 5 
features a thick nylon tip and 

fibre glass stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18 1g

pb■inter■3■
Slim round bodied design 
featuring a stable wire stem and 
painted nylon bristle. Ideal for 
deeper water in windy conditions 
and slow moving rivers.  

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g 2.0g 2.5g

pb■inter■4■
Slim design with a wire stem 

and painted nylon tip, suitable 
for use with small baits like 

pellets and maggots in most 
depths of water.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g

pb■inter■5■
Wire stemed dibber for fishing 
shallow or in shallow water. The 
wire stem gives good stability in 
rough conditions and cocks the 
float quickly. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12

pb■inter■6■
Carbon stemed dibber for fishing 
shallow or in shallow water. The 

light carbon stem helps reduce 
tangles when fishing at distance. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12

orange■
Thick topped floats ideal for 
fishing in shallow water next to 
features with bigger baits.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14

blue■
Cane tip and carbon stem. 

Versatile pattern for most baits 
and uses.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.1g 0.2g 0.3g 0.5g 0.75g 1.0g

pink■
Line through dibbers with a wire 
stem particularly suitable for 
fishing shallow.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12

red■
Thick nylon tip, carbon stem. For 
meat, corn, cat meat and worm.

SIZES AVAILABLE
0.1g 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g
0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g

black■
Line through dibbers with a 
carbon stem suitable for  
fishing shallow.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12

silver■
Nylon tip and carbon stem.  

For pellet, corn, maggot, caster 
and worm.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.1g 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g

white■
Stable bulbous design with a 
thick plastic bristle suitable for 
fishing with worms, corn  
and pellets. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

4  x 10 4  x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18

1g 1.5g 2g

yellow■
Pear shaped body with a long 
thick nylon tip suitable for big 

baits in windy conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18 1g 1.5g

green■
Long nylon tip and carbon stem. 
For most baits and uses.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.5g 0.75g 1.0g

gold■
Slim body with a long thick nylon 

tip suitable for big baits in  
good conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

PB INTER SERIES

purple■
Shaped balsa top. For all types of 
shallow fishing and down  
the edge.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.1g 0.2g 0.3g

 The Colours range of floats is 
specifically designed for top 
match anglers. All models have 
either a thin, strong, carbon stem 
or fine wire for finesse situations 
and increased stability.

PRESTON
COLOuRS
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■■ carp■colours■rigs
The Preston Carp Colours range of rigs has 
been constructed using the same high quality 
components used by top match anglers 
throughout the country. 
The combination of the Colours range floats, 
Preston barbless PR hooks and ultra strong 
REFLO® Power™ make these rigs perfect 
for commercial fisheries where strength and 
reliability are essential.
Full shotting instructions are printed on the 
reverse of the packaging and all are wound on 
to a Pop-up Slider winder.

SIZE
MAIN  
LINE

HOOK-
LENGTH

HOOK  
TYPE

HOOK  
SIZE

 G
OL

D 4 x 12 5lb 4lb PR21 14

4 x 14 5lb 4lb PR21 14

 O
RA

N
GE 4 x 12 6lb 5lb PR29 14

4 X 14 6lb 5lb PR29 14

 W
HI

TE

4 x 12 6lb 5lb PR32 16

4 x 14 6lb 5lb PR32 16

4 x 16 6lb 5lb PR32 16

 Y
EL

LO
W 4 x 14 8lb 7lb PR28 12

4 x 16 8lb 7lb PR28 12

 B
LU

E

0.2g 6lb 5lb PR24 16

0.3g 6lb 5lb PR24 16

0.5g 6lb 5lb PR24 16

 G
RE

EN

0.5g 7lb 6lb PR29 16

0.75g 7lb 6lb PR29 16

 P
UR

PL
E 0.1g 7lb 6lb PR21 16

0.2g 7lb 6lb PR21 16

 R
ED 0.3g 8lb 7lb PR28 14

0.4g 8lb 7lb PR28 14

 S
ILV

ER
 

(H
EA

VY
) 0.1g 6lb 5lb PR24 18

0.2g 6lb 5lb PR24 18

0.3g 6lb 5lb PR24 18

 S
ILV

ER
 

(L
IG

HT
) 0.1g 5lb 3.5lb PR23 20

0.2g 5lb 3.5lb PR23 18

0.3g 5lb 3.5lb PR23 18



pb■silver1
The slim body down shape of this 
float combined with its carbon 
stem make it suitable for fishing 
with small baits on the drop in 
good conditions.
Finished with a high quality  
carbon stem and a painted 
plastic tip which shows up better  
in bright  light conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g

pb■silver■2■
This float features a slim body 
down shape and a wire stem, 

making it suitable for fishing 
small baits in the bottom 

quarter or when conditions are 
less favourable.

Finished with a high quality wire 
stem and a painted plastic tip 

which shows up better  in bright  
light conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g

pb■silver■7
The wire stem on this float 
makes it suitable for fishing 
shallow or on the drop when 
conditions require a more 
stable float

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

pb■silver■3
The round Body of this float and 
its wire stem make it suitable 
for deeper water and fishing on 
the bottom.
Finished with a high quality wire 
stem and a painted plastic tip 
which shows up better in bright 
light conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.5g 0.75g 1.25g 2.0g 2.5g

pb■silver■4■
Featuring a round body and 

carbon stem this float is suitable 
for deeper water and fishing on 
the bottom in good conditions.

Finished with a high quality wire 
stem and a painted plastic tip 

which shows up better in bright 
light conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.5g 0.75g 1.25g 2.0g 2.5g

pb■silver■5
PB silver 5 features a slim body 
and painted fibre bristle these are 
ideal for fishing delicate baits on 
or just touching the bottom
Finished with a high quality wire 
stem and painted fibre bristle.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.1g 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1g

pb■silver■6■
This is a slim bodied float which 

is suitable for small fish on the 
drop or shallow its high quality 

carbon stem makes it suitable in 
good conditions.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

PB SILVERS
Developed in collaboration with Des Shipp and Lee Edwards the Silvers range 
incorporates some of the tried and trusted patterns they find themselves using on the 
international stage each year,as the name suggests this range is especialy suited to 
silver fish fishing on traditional venues.
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PRESTON DuRAFLOATS
Designed for carp fishing, Durafloats eliminate weak spots found on traditional pole 
floats and are the first choice for many of our consultants in bagging situations, 
where strength and durability is key. 

pb19
Robust cane tip for fishing 
maggots and casters on the 
bottom. Carbon stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 18

pb20■
Robust cane tip for fishing bigger 

baits on the bottom.
Carbon stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18

pb21
Fine cane tip with robust spring 
type eye. Ideal for pellets and 
fine presentation in rougher 
conditions. Cane tip carbon stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.3g 0.5g 0.75g 1g

chianti■
Slim bodied float with a carbon 

stem and cane tip.

SIZES AVAILABLE

3 x 8 4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18

Magic■series■1
For fishing deep still or slow 
moving water, the Series 1 offers 
a thick, sensitive plastic bristle 
and a high quality carbon stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.25g

1.5g 2.0g 3.0g 4.0g

Magic■series■2■
For fishing moving water 

or during adverse weather 
conditions, the Series 2 

incorporates a thick plastic tip 
and high quality carbon stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

1g 1.5g 2.0g 3.0g 4.0g 5.0g 6.0g

Magic■series■3
Perfect for where bites may 
come on the drop. Slim body 
and plastic tips to register all 
your shot as they settle. Fine 
carbon stem. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g

Magic■series■4■
For presentation of baits such 

as pinkies or bloodworm on 
still or slow moving water. 

Ultrafine plastic bristle and 
quality wire stem.  

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g

Magic■series■5
Designed for deep water and line 
to hand fishing. Long slim body 
reduces tangles and offers less 
resistance on the strike. Plastic tip.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.25g

1.5g 2.0g 2.5g 3.0g

Magic■series■6■
For fishing still or slow moving 
water. Pear shaped body and 
long stable wire stem with a 

sensitive fibre tip. Large sizes 
are perfect for deep water roach 

fishing.

SIZES AVAILABLE

0.4g 0.6g 0.8g 1.0g 1.5g

2.0g 2.5g 3.0g 4.0g

durafloat■6
Great all-round float for up in 
the water and on the bottom. 
Long carbon stem with special 
top eye. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18 1g

durafloat■7■
Slim body for all-round fishing. 
Very good for up in the water 

pellet fishing. Long carbon stem 
with special top eye.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18

durafloat■8
Classic rugby ball shape, slightly 
finer tips. Carbon Stem.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18 1g

durafloat■9■
Versatile elongated rugby ball 

shape. Carbon Stem. Small sizes 
work well when fishing shallow.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16 4 x 18 1g

durafloat■10
Very similar to the Dura 9, the 
10 has a shorter bristle making it 
ideal for fishing down the edge or 
up in the water using larger baits.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14

durafloat■11■
Diamond shaped body with a 

strong thick nylon tip suitable for 
big baits.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4 x 10 4 x 12 4 x 14 4 x 16

PRESTON BAZZERLA
Preston Bazzerlas (PBs) have been used and trusted for years by Britain’s top match 
anglers and cover a wide range of fishing styles. Made from the finest quality materials 
and individually checked, PBs are cracking floats that offer consistent performance.

pb■paste■
A robust self-cocking 

paste floa t. With an eye 
at the very tip, to prevent 

soft paste from being 
pulled off the hook. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

1 2 3

■■ Magic■Match■rigs
Produced to be used on natural rivers and lakes, especially European 
waters, but equally suitable for UK waters. 
Magic Match Rigs feature Preston Magic Floats, the new micro-barbed 
PR Competition Hooks and Preston Super Soft Slip Shot. The olivettes 
used are the new Preston Line Through versions. 
Tied to 6m of top quality mono, these rigs are suitable for a wide variety 
of venues and offer convenience and quality.

MAGIC SERIES
With their classy coloured lacquers, matt finish, long stems and larger sizes the 
Magic Series floats are ideal for traditional match fishing situations on a wide 
range of venues, especially deepwater venues with little or no flow.

SIZE MAIN LINE HOOKLENGTH HOOK TYPE HOOK SIZE

Magic Series 1

0.8g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

1.0g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

1.5g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

2.0g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

Magic Series 2

1.0g 0.13mm  4lb 12oz/2.1kg 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg PR34 14

1.5g 0.13mm  4lb 12oz/2.1kg 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg PR34 14

2.0g 0.13mm  4lb 12oz/2.1kg 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg PR34 14

3.0g 0.13mm  4lb 12oz/2.1kg 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg PR34 14

Magic Series 3

0.4g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

0.6g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

0.8g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

1.0g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

Magic Series 6

0.6g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

1.0g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

1.5g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16

2.0g 0.11mm  3lb 6oz/1.5kg 0.10mm  2lb 10oz/1.2kg PR34 16
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loaded■duMpy■
pellet■wagglers■

Made with a dumpy 
body to create 
a splash and to 
help stop the float 
diving. The thick tip 
is easy to see and 
prevents the float 
diving under from 
false bites and line 
bites.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4g 6g 8g

loaded■insert■
pellet■waggler

Incorporating an 
insert, these wagglers 
combine the attractive 
splash with increased 
sensitivity offered by 
an insert. Ideal for 
shy fish. The loading 
makes them suitable 
for use with Preston 
Waggler Adapters as 
no additional loading  
is required.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4g 6g 8g

insert■pellet■wagglers■
Incorporating an insert, these wagglers 
combine the attractive splash with the 
increased sensitivity offered by an insert. 
Provided with a quick change silicone 
adapter.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4g 6g 8g

unloaded■■
pellet■wagglers■

Supplied complete 
with a Preston 
adapter to make 
changing floats quick 
and easy, the Unloaded 
Pellet Wagglers 
allow you to alter the 
shotting according to 
the conditions, dotting it 
right down if conditions 
dictate.

SIZES AVAILABLE

4g 6g 8g 10g

poly■wagglers■
Made from an ultra 
lightweight and buoyant 
foam, these unloaded 
pellet wagglers have 
cane all the way through 
the body to make them 
more durable. Perfect for 
fishing shallow with big 
baits or pellets. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

2g 3g 4g 5g 6g 8g

waggler■adaptors
The soft plastic Waggler Adaptor is 
designed for attaching loaded floats 
without the need for shot.

shouldered■stick■
floats

Available in 8 sizes from 
4 x 4 up to 12 x 4 the 
Shouldered Stick Floats 
have a pronounced 
shoulder and a tapered tip. 
They hold back better than 
the Domed version and are 
stable which makes them 
excellent for deeper swims. 

doMed■stick■floats
Available in 8 sizes from 
4 x 4 up to 14 x 4 the 
Domed Stick Floats have a 
relatively thick tip making 
them suitable for big baits 
or dragging a lot of line on 
the bottom. The light alloy 
stem makes these floats fly 
cleanly through the air on 
long casts.

peacock■wagglers
Using the best quality peacock and 
beautifully finished these ‘arrow straight’ 
floats are extremely well-made - a waggler 
is a waggler? Not quite - if you use one you 
might as well use a good one! 

SIZES AVAILABLE

2AAA 3AAA 4AAA 5AAA 6AAA

thicker■peacock■wagglers
Made from high quality peacock, these 
wagglers are ideal for supporting bigger 
baits like meat when fishing up in the 
water. They are also perfect for fishing 
moving water when line needs to be laid on 
the bottom to slow the bait down.

SIZES AVAILABLE

2AAA 3AAA 4AAA 5AAA 6AAA

insert■peacock■wagglers
Insert Peacock Wagglers are ideal for fishing 
on the drop, or in harder conditions when a 
more sensitive approach is required. These 
high quality floats are made from straight 
peacock quill with sensible length inserts.

SIZES AVAILABLE

2AAA 3AAA 4AAA 5AAA

big■float■waggler■adaptors
Designed for use with loaded splasher 
wagglers where locking shot aren’t required. 
This version has a metal stem and copes 
well with repeated casting.

splasher■wagglers■
Correctly loaded, these new 
Splasher Wagglers have 
a double body design that 
prevents the float diving 
too deep on the cast and 
increases the splash when it 
lands. A polycarbonate stem 
provides the strength required 
when casting continually.

SIZES AVAILABLE

10g 12g 14g 16g 18g

PRESTON WAGGLERS
There are two distinct ranges of Preston running line floats. 
For commercial carp waters there are pellet wagglers that are designed for fishing 
pellets and other large baits. Peacock wagglers and a new splasher waggler. Some of 
the models are loaded and some unloaded to suit anglers’ preference. 
The ‘silver fish’ float range covers over 90% of the running line styles in use on rivers and 
lakes in the uK.
All Preston floats are made from the finest materials and finished to perfection.

preston■waggler
Designed for fishing large 
continental waters, the 
Preston Wagglers come 
in two models - Sensitive 
and Distance. The smaller 
Sensitive model features a 
long carbon stem with a high 
visibility tip whilst the larger 
Distance model has a shorter 
stem. Both models are pre-
loaded for accurate casting. 

SIZES AVAILABLE

SeNSITIVe 4g 6g 8g

DISTANCe 10g 12g 14g

preston■slider
The Preston Slider has been 
designed for deep water 
fishing. Available in two 
versions the Sensitive models 
are lighter and more suited 
to close work. The Distance 
versions are larger. Both have 
interchangeable stems and 
tips for the perfect set-up.

SIZES AVAILABLE

SeNSITIVe 2 + 3g 2 + 4g 2 + 6g

DISTANCe 2 + 8g 2 + 10g 2 + 12g
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